The first choice in quality refrigeration
in the commercial catering industry
and for the most extensive range of
refrigeration equipment

www.williamsref.com.au
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For more details on Williams’ comprehensive range visit www.williamsref.com.au

W

illiams Refrigeration Australia Pty
Ltd is one of the largest commercial
refrigeration manufacturers in Australia. It is
part of a global company with manufacturing
plants in Australia, United Kingdom, China
and United States. The Australian head office
and manufacturing operation has been
based in Dandenong, Victoria since 1986.
Williams Australia has a staff of 50 people,
has dealer representation Australia wide and
additional staff based in New South Wales
and Queensland.
SGS international Certification No 816/96 for
Quality Assurance has been in operation at
the Williams Australia site since November
1996 to AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008.
The extensive Williams range of refrigerated
cabinets include upright refrigerators/
freezers to blast chillers/freezers, gastronorm
(catering) cabinets, backbars, merchandising
cabinets, sandwich bars, pizza preparation
counters, under counter storage and bakery
cabinets including dough retarder provers.
Williams supplies a long list of national and
international corporate clients who require
purpose built refrigerated storage equipment.
The range includes standard features such as
digital controls with high & low temperature
alarms as an option, CFC free polyurethane
foam insulation and coved internal liners for
ease of cleaning on the gastronorm storage
range. A range of cabinets to suit the budget
conscious client is also available.
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Williams Refrigeration is at the cutting edge
of technology, and working with standard
sizes ensures all cabinets are created to the
same high quality.
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Williams Blast Chillers & Freezers...
It took some of the best brains
in the business to make it
as simple as 1 2 3
You shouldn’t need a degree in
engineering to operate a blast chiller
or freezer. The simplicity of Williams’
1-2-3 system allows you to do what
you do best... get the most out of your
food business.
Williams blast chillers and freezers
are designed to help you – so you can
improve food safety, improve and
maintain consistent quality of product,
and exploit new profit opportunities,
such as being able to safely process
larger food batches.

A choice of chill cycles ensures
texture, taste and nutritional quality
is maintained in every dish produced.
There is a Williams blast chiller or
freezer to suit your food business –
with models to handle loads from
10 kg to 1,000 kg per cycle!
To improve efficiency, performance
and profitability, and reduce wastage,
explore the superb Williams range of
blast chillers and freezers now!

